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Posthumous Editing of a Great Master’s Work 2024-03-15 posthumous editing of a great master’s work special focus on the writings of a bhakhivedanta swami prabhupada da examines how a leading figure’s hallowed written and published works which remain so important to the religious community should be editorially treated following the leader’s departure from this world the volume addresses the theological ethical social and legal implications of posthumous editing and even improving a great master’s work this book focuses on the extensive posthumous editing of the works of a bhakhivedanta swami prabhupada da the original world teacher of krishna bhakti of the twentieth century after swami prabhupada da departed from this world some of his disciples without the expressed approval of the author attempted to improve on his authorized published work which resulted in the publication of a continuing series of inauthentic altered editions this extreme editing of swami prabhupada da’s works precipitated the scholarly research and inquiry into the posthumous editing of a great master’s work that forms the basis of this book

The Guru Granth Sahib 2003-09-26 this book examines three closely related questions in the process of canon formation in the sikh tradition how the text of the adi granth came into being the meaning of gurbani and how the adi granth became the guru granth sahib the censure of scholarly research on the adi granth was closely related to the complex political situation of punjab and brought the whole issue of academic freedom into sharper focus this book addresses some of these issues from an academic perspective the adi granth the sacred scripture of the sikhs means first religious book from the word adi which means first and granth which means religious book sikhs normally refer to the adi granth as the guru granth sahib to indicate a confession of faith in the scripture as guru the contents of the adi granth are commonly known as bani uttaran or gurbani the utterance of the guru the transcendental origin or ontological status of the hymns of the adi granth is termed dhur ki bani uttaran from the beginning this particular understanding of revelation is based upon the doctrine of the sabad or divine word defined by guru nanak and the succeeding gurus this book also explores the revelation of the bani and its verbal expression devotional music in the sikh tradition the role of the scripture in sikh ceremonies and the hymns of guru nanak and guru arjan

Graceful Women 2003 a number of religious movements were born in the united states in the 1970s as refugees from the counterculture sought new ways of living in 1969 in los angeles teacher yogi bhajan founded the healthy happy holy organization 3ho and dedicated it to yoga and healthy living many members began to convert to sikhism bhajan s faith and soon the group numbered in the thousands graceful women is the first look at the women who embraced this community as they sought meaning in their lives constance waeber elsberg follows members of an ashram over an extended period of time from affiliation through their first attempts to apply the teachings of 3ho to everyday life through upheavals and doubts in the community and finally to mature formulations of their own purpose and identity both long term and former members speak about the group and the process of adopting sikhism and participating in such cultural practices as arranged marriages in studying this group elsberg found women building individual and collective identities and using symbols narratives and metaphors to participate in a view of the world that stresses an essential unity beneath the conflicts of contemporary life a regimen including yoga meditation and diet helped the women feel that they could control their responses to everyday stress and manage difficult decisions a central focus of the book is the sikh dharma ideal of the graceful woman and the ways in which this concept both empowers and constrains women women are free to choose their degree of engagement in the public sphere some build careers some are active in the 3ho community some dedicate their lives to their families work in community businesses allows many women to combine family and work lives curtailing this freedom of choice however is 3ho s teaching that women should also be gracious undemanding and willing to defer to those in authority elsberg places this movement in the context of other alternative religious organizations and provides a brief history of sikhism as well as reviewing events concerning sikhs today she explores the range of ways in which gender identities are created transformed and contested particularly as a religion from one part of the world is adopted in a completely different country and culture the author constance waeber elsberg is professor of sociology and anthropology at northern virginia community college

The Socially Involved Renunciate 2012-02-01 a translation and analysis of guru nanak s description of the sikh path to spiritual liberation

The Making of Sikh Scripture 2001-05-03 the adi granth original book the primary scripture of the sikhs comprises approximately 3 000 hymns although the authorship of the hymns is well recorded the history of the compilation the adi granth the creation of the sikh canon is the subject of considerable speculation and debate in this book gurinder mann attempts to construct a comprehensive secondary literature on the topic his findings on some key issues differ from the traditional sikh position and from the hypotheses of other 20th century scholars as well as raising some entirely fresh questions mann s revised and expanded picture of the history of the text and institution of sikh scripture will be of interest not only to scholars of sikhism and sikh religionists but to scholars of comparative canon formation

Understanding Sikhism 2022-12-29 sikhism is often the religion that teachers have the least confidence in teaching despite being the fifth largest religion in the world and being commonly regarded as one of the six main religions to be taught in schools this book fills that gap in knowledge and expertise by exploring the beliefs and practices of sikhism as a lived religion in the modern world it engages with sikh beliefs and practices and provides students and teachers with the confidence to address misconceptions and recognise the importance of beliefs in the lives of believers in a way that will enable readers to go forward with confidence aspects of sikhism explored include the concepts that form the central beliefs of sikhism and the
expression of these beliefs in worship and daily life and the ethics of sikhs in the modern day each chapter includes authentic voices of believers today and provides opportunities for the reader to consider the concepts and how they can be respected and taught in the classroom.

encyclopedia of global religion 2012 presents entries a to l of a two volume encyclopedia discussing religion around the globe including biographies concepts and theories places social issues movements texts and traditions.

objects of worship in south asian religions 2014-08-27 objects of worship are an aspect of the material dimension of lived religion in south asia the omnipresence of these objects and their use is a theme which cuts across the religious traditions in the pluralistic religious culture of the region divine power becomes manifest in the objects and for the devotees they may represent power regardless of religious identity this book looks at how objects of worship dominate the religious landscape of south asia and in what ways they are of significance not just from religious perspectives but also for the social life of the region the contributions to the book show how these objects are shared by traditions of religious aesthetics and have become conceptual devices woven into webs of religious and social meaning they demonstrate how the objects have a social relationship with those who use them sometimes even treated as being alive the book discusses how devotees relate to such objects in a number of ways and even if the objects belong to various traditions they may attract people from different communities and can also be contested in various ways by analysing the specific qualities that make objects eligible for a status and identity as living objects of worship the book contributes to an understanding of the central significance of these objects in the religious and social life of south asia it will be of interest to students and scholars of religious studies and south asian religion culture and society.

this volume offers a comprehensive selection of texts from the world s major religions on the ethical dimensions of war and armed conflict despite a considerable rise of interest in eastern and western religious teachings on issues of war and peace the principal texts in which these teachings are expounded have in most cases remained inaccessible to all but a handful of specialists this is especially true of traditions such as islamic buddhism and judaism where the key authoritative treatments are often embedded in texts e g koranic jurisprudence religious epics or talmudic commentary that are not overtly about matters pertaining to the ethics of war thus requiring a difficult process of interpretation and selection and for which english translations frequently do not exist topical and timely for today s debates in the public arena and essential reading for students of religious ethics and the relationship between religion and politics this book aims to give the reader a proper knowledge of the textual traditions that inform the key struggles over issues of peace and security identity and land.

religion, war, and ethics 2014-06-26 this book is a compilation of selected papers presented in a seminar held in patiala in 2004 apart from discussing the granth s universal appeal the papers compare the granth s vision and insights with the great scriptures of the world.

guru granth sahib among the scriptures of the world 2004 the book create your own shadow book is all about living a meaningful life this book reveals the wisdom that only you know your true value life is all about change and self growth this book has tools and tips which will guide you to the direction of transformation of self be it any area of your life this book is a perfect combination of spiritual and modern management it helps you in introspecting yourself and ways to develop special skills this book holds pieces of advice which will help you to achieve what you want in your life the book summarizes the essence of creating and living a beautiful life and experiencing the joy of that life to its fullest one thing is sure you will start loving and respecting yourself after reading this there is no specific way to read this book you can select any topic from the book which resonates you in your daily life also every new day demands your new version so people of any age can read this book simple language with wisdom is core of this book we have one life so make it worthwhile to remember you are on your path of creating your own shadow e y e your own identity.

create your own shadow 2017 bhai gurdas bhalla d 1636 ce is widely considered the most important non-canonical poet in sikh history having shaped the theology and ethics of the tradition for centuries his poems which offer an authoritative illustration of sikh life in the early seventeenth century defined sikh identity during a tumultuous period of upheaval in drinking from love s cup rahuldeep gill brings together for the first time a collection of the revered poet s early work masterfully translated into english alongside the original punjabi text the magic of gurdas s poetry says gill is the fusion of islamicate narrative with indian heroic literature to speak about death martyrdom and the spirit s aboulution in love gill challenges the traditional scholarship surrounding the dates of gurdas s writing suggesting that gurdas wrote his poetry to console the sikh community when it was in mourning over the execution of the fifth of the sikh founders guru arjan d 1606 by agents of the mughal empire gurdas in his verses immortalized the fifth guru s role as a martyr and encouraged the faithful to stay involved in the community resist hegemony and reinforce sikh beliefs during the sectarian upheaval rhymetic elegant and lucid the poems weave sikh scripture into the lyrical fabric of sikh spirituality gill brings a contemporary flair to gurdas s moving stanzas and in his commentary unearths fresh insights about his life and context.

drinking from love's cup 2016-05-23 in the days months and now years following the events of september 11th 2001 discrimination against the sikh community in america has escalated sharply due in part to a populace that often confuses sikhs compelled by their faith to wear turbans with the muslim extremist s responsible for the devastating terrorist attacks although sikhs have since mobilized to spread awareness and condemn violence against themselves and muslims there has been a conspicuous absence of academic literature to aid scholars and commentators in understanding the effect of the
Bhagat Singh's ideas and his life story continue to inspire people across the globe. His legacy is a testament to the power of non-violent resistance and the importance of standing up for one's beliefs.

The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies: 2007-12-06

The construction of a Sikh national identity in post-colonial India and the diaspora and explores the reasons for the failure of the movement for an independent Sikh state Khalistan. Based on a decade of extensive research, it is argued that the failure of the movement to bring about a sovereign Sikh state should not be interpreted as resulting from the weakness of the communal ties which bind members of the Sikh nation together but points to the transformation of national identity under conditions of globalization. Globalization is perceived to have severed the link between nation and state and through the proliferation of information and communications technologies (ICTs), this has facilitated the articulation of new political identities. The handbook concludes by a prominent scholar in the field providing an overview of the topic. Further essays provide detail and analysis.
COMMUNITY POSSIBLY THEORETICALLY INNOVATIVE AND INTERDISCIPLINARY IN APPROACH IT WILL BE PRIMARILY OF INTEREST TO STUDENTS OF SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AS WELL AS TO MANY OTHERS TRYING TO COME TO TERMS WITH THE CONTINUED IMPORTANCE OF RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL IDENTITIES IN TIMES OF RAPID POLITICAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE.

Sikh Nationalism and Identity in a Global Age 2000 Sri Guru Granth Sahib plays a very important part in the life of the Sikh community it is read regularly in gurdwaras and occasionally in homes on happy or sad occasions the reading of the whole Granth is called akhanda paath non stop recitation or reading selections for morning and evening prayers are taken from the Granth and read daily by Sikhs. The whole life of a Sikh revolves around this book despite being such an important book for the whole Sikh community it is also true that the Granth is a closed book for many Sikhs born outside India as well as for the majority of other people both Asians and Westerners who simply cannot read the original Gurmukhi script of the Granth or understand its meaning.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PUNJAB STUDIES 1999 in 1984 simranjit singh Mann resigned from the Indian police service in protest of operation blue star the Indian army operation ordered by indira gandhi then prime minister that cleared the golden temple complex of Sikh militants Mann was subsequently charged among other things with conspiracy to assassinate prime minister indira gandhi a passionate Sikh whose radical beliefs were honed by his family Mann went underground and was apprehended while trying to flee the country he spent five years in prison after which all charges were dropped three decades after blue star Mann went underground and was apprehended while trying to flee the country he spent five years in prison after which all charges were dropped three decades after blue star. His daughter Pavit Kaur looks back on the years her father spent in prison in this disarmingly honest and emotionally charged account Pavit Kaur documents her father's hellish journey through the Indian prison system this is also a personal story and the story of a family during one of the most fraught times in India's history.

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Discovered 2014-09-11 This spiritual book named amrit vel a sach naao came into existence after completion of my earlier books which were completed and published in USA after a great resistance caused by the most corrupt invisible demonic beings and entities of the universe known by various titles and names in all languages faiths and cultures who are illegally present in this physical world and also deceitfully controlling the 3 dimensional planes of this planet earth against the established evolutionary order hukam of the true supreme lord god sacha sahib which are collectively known as the three dimensional worlds or in sanskrit as triloka or taribhavan in punjabi and these 3 dimensional planes collectively exist as an important part of the cosmic segment of righteousness in the infinite universe known to exalted conscious seers and sages as the dharam khand.

STOLEN YEARS 2016-11-30 On the 30th of March 1699 the Sikh Guru Gobind Singh called together a special assembly at the Keshgarh Fort at Anandpur following the morning devotions the Guru asked for a volunteer saying the entire sangat is very dear to me but is there a devoted Sikh who will give his head to me here and now a need has arisen at this moment which calls for a head one man arose and followed the Guru out of the room when the Guru returned to the assembly with a bloody sword he asked for another volunteer another man followed this was repeated three more times until at last the Guru emerged with a clean sword and all five men alive and well those five volunteers would become the first disciples of the Khalsa the martial community within the Sikh religion and would come to be known as the Panj Piare or the cherished five despite the centrality of this group to modern Sikhism scholarship on the Panj Piare has remained sparse Louis Fenech's new book examines the Khalsa the martial community within the Sikh religion and would come to be known as the Panj Piare or the cherished five despite the centrality of this group to modern Sikhism scholarship on the Panj Piare has remained sparse Louis Fenech's new book examines the Khalsa and the role that the Panj Piare have had in the development of the Sikh faith over the past three centuries.

The Morning Twilight Period of True Name, having Ambrosia Nectar of Immortality book II 2021-01-14 since ancient times the enduring religious concepts of love your fellow being live truthfully and do to others what you would like them to do to you have laid the foundations of the laws of civilized human societies the presence of a supernatural power and its feeling at a personal level has been a source of inspiration and emotional satisfaction for the spiritual believer the spiritual enhancement reinforced the human mind to achieve greater goodness in the conduct of life all religions have contributed significantly in shaping humanity and they continue to do so world religions have a common spiritual heritage to guide us on the path of a purposeful life of kindness peace and harmony in spite of differences in languages cultures and historical origins science has demystified the awe of natural phenomenon like earthquakes volcanic eruptions and violent storms it has eradicated many ailments and created amenities to facilitate life in numerous ways it has helped in the religious mission of a happier life benefits of science and technology are available to everybody the geographic barriers have been shrunk for our global townships of diverse cultures and faiths however science has also produced the menace of thermonuclear and biological weapons capable of global devastations in this new era of science religion has a greater role to play for education in universal awakening to purge prejudice and antagonism that trigger conflicts and wars religion and science have a new paradigm for humanity live and help to live.

The Cherished Five in Sikh History 2009 Anne Murphy offers a groundbreaking exploration of material representations of the Sikh past showing how objects as well as historical sites and texts have played a vital role in the production of the Sikh community as an evolving historical and social formation from the eighteenth century to the present drawing together work in religious studies postcolonial studies and history Murphy explores how relic objects such as garments and weaponry have like sites played dramatically different roles across political and social contexts signifiers of authority and even sovereignty in one collected revered and displayed with religious significance in another and are connected to a broader engagement with the representation of the past that is central to the formation of the Sikh community by highlighting the connections between relic objects and historical sites and how the status
and practitioners who are working all around the world in the field of education social science arts and
fresh 1 2019 is a conference to promote scientific information interchange between researchers students
fresh 1 2019 has been held on april 27 2019 in universitas sebelas maret in surakarta indonesia seword
Kabir
living proof
present work he is shown to have gained the place of honor between the two religions as a mediator and a
rightful credit as an apostle of hindu muslim unity but he has also been misunderstood by many in the
achievement of hindu muslim unity on socio religious levels so far kabir has not only been denied his
direction dr hedayetullah made a special study of kabir d 1518 who dedicated his whole life to the
the two peoples to come closer through bhakti mysticism of the many bhakta mystics who strove in this
india of a host of sufis especially the lives and conduct of the left wing mystics of both religions made
that they were bound to accommodate each other however the real fusion took place with the coming to
outside of india although orthodox hinduism and orthodox islam could hardly reconcile it is shown here
differences between them they met on religious commercial intellectual and political levels both in and
religious grounds but in this work the author has endeavored to demonstrate that in spite of sharp
differences the book concludes with the portrayal of the origin etc of the communities of the four
schools it contains indexes for sutras and sastras personal names and book titles and personal names
TIBETAN ETC
WORLD RELIGIONS AND THE NEW ERA OF SCIENCE 2012-11-29 KNOWLEDGE AHEAD KNOWLEDGE BEHIND KNOWLEDGE TO
THE LEFT AND RIGHT THE KNOWLEDGE THAT KNOWS WHAT KNOWLEDGE IS THAT S THE KNOWLEDGE THAT S MINE BIJAK
SAKH1 188 ONE OF INDIA S GREATEST MYSTICS KABIR 1398 1448 WAS ALSO A SATIRIST AND PHILOSOPHER A POET
OF TIMELESS WIT AND WISDOM EQUALLY IMMERSED IN THEOLOGY AND SOCIAL THOUGHT MUSIC AND POLITICS HIS SONGS
HAVE WON DEVOTED FOLLOWERS FROM EVERY WALK OF LIFE THROUGH THE PAST FIVE CENTURIES HE WAS A MUSLIM BY
NAME BUT HIS IDEAS STAND AT THE INTERSECTION OF HINDUISM AND ISLAM BHAKTI AND YOGA RELIGION AND SECULARISM
AND HIS WORDS WERE ALWAYS MARKED BY RHETORICAL BOLDNESS AND CONCEPTUAL SUBTLETY THIS BOOK OFFERS
VINAY DHARWADKER S SPARKLING NEW TRANSLATIONS OF ONE HUNDRED POEMS DRAWING FOR THE FIRST TIME ON MAJOR
SOURCES IN HALF A DOZEN LITERARY LANGUAGES THEY CLOSELY MIMIC THE STRUCCTURE VOICE AND STYLE OF THE
ORIGINALS REVELING KABIR S MULTIPLE FACETS IN HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS FINELY BALANCING SIMPLICITY
AND COMPLEXITY THIS SELECTION OPENS UP NEW FORMS OF IMAGINATION AND EXPERIENCE FOR DISCERNING READERS
AROUND THE WORLD
THE MATERIALITY OF THE PAST 2018-10-30 REPRINT OF THE ORIGINAL FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1875
SPIDER-MAN 1976 THE WHEEL ETHERAL WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN PUNJABI THE AUTHOR S MOTHER TONGUE AS SME
DEE BAIKR IN 2000 IT CONTAINS POEMS WRITTEN DURING 1980 2000 WHILE THE POET WAS LIVING IN USA DEALING
WITH WIDE RANGING SUBJECTS THEMES AND ISSUES THE POEMS EMBODY CONCERN FOR THE HUMAN CONDITION THAT
ENCOMPASSES EMOTIONAL BIOLOGICAL SOCIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL METAPHYSICAL MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL
ASPECTS OF LIFE THE AUTHOR S CRUSADING BELIGERENCE SPRINGS FROM HIS DEEP FAITH IN GURU S REVEALED
WORD AND HIS OWN MIND IS THE BATTLEFIELD WHERE HE IS CONSTANTLY ENGAGED IN COMBAT WITH THE FORCES OF EVIL
IMMORALITY AND UGLINESS WHICH HAVE NOW OVERWHELMED THE MODERN WORLD THE POET FEELS THAT THE INNER
CONSCIOUSNESS REASON MIND AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE MODERN MAN ARE NOT TRAINED SPIRITUALLY HE HAS DEPICTED
TODAY S RELIGION AND ITS MAL PRACTICES AS A MONGREL COLLECTION OF OUTDATED RITUALS AND RULES IN HIS
EXPERIENCE SPIRITUALITY DEEPENS THE BOND AMONG HUMANS VIS VIS THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD AND BROTHERHOOD
OF MAN THIS WORK CAN BE PLACED AMONG THE METAPHYSICAL POETS BY VIRTUE OF THE PROFUNDITY OF ITS CONTENT SUCH
AS THE READERS WOULD FIND IRRESISTIBLY FASCINATING
THE BLUE ANNALS 2003-10-21 HINDUISM AND ISLAM ARE USUALLY CONSIDERED TO BE POLES APART ESPECIALLY ON
RELIGIOUS GROUNDS BUT IN THIS WORK THE AUTHOR HAS ENDEavored TO DEMONSTRATE THAT IN SPITE OF SHARP
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THEM THEY MET ON RELIGIOUS COMMERCIAL INTELLECTUAL AND POLITICAL LEVELS BOTH IN AND
OUTSIDE OF INDIA ALTHOUGH ORTHODOX HINDUISM AND ORTHODOX ISLAM COULD HARDLY RECONCILE IT IS SHOWN HERE
THAT THEY WERE BOUND TO ACCOMMODATE EACH OTHER HOWEVER THE REAL FUSION TOOK PLACE WITH THE COMING TO
INDIA OF A HOST OF SUJIS ESPECIALLY THE LIVES AND CONDUCT OF THE LEFT WING MYSTICS OF BOTH RELIGIONS MADE
THE TWOPEOPLE TO COME CLOSER THROUGH BHAKTI MYSTICISM OF THE MANY BHAKTA MYSTICS WHO STROVE IN THIS
DIRECTION DE HEDAYUTULLAH MADE A SPECIAL STUDY OF KABIR D 1518 WHO DEDICATED HIS WHOLE LIFE TO THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF HINDU MUSLIM UNITY ON SOCIO RELIGIOUS LEVELS SO FAR KABIR HAS NOT ONLY BEEN DENIED HIS
RIGHTFUL CREDIT AS AN APOSTLE OF HINDU MUSLIM UNITY BUT HE HAS ALSO BEEN MISUNDERSTOOD BY MANY IN THE
PRESENT WORK HE IS SHOWN TO HAVE GAINED THE PLACE OF HONOR BETWEEN THE TWO RELIGIONS AS A MEDIATOR AND A
HARMONIZER HIS EFFORTS WERE CROWNED WITH SUCCESS THE RESULTANT INDO ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION IS A
LIVING PROOF
KABIR 2002-12-22 THE 1TH SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP FOR EDUCATION SOCIAL SCIENCE ART AND HUMANITIES SEWORD
FRESNI 1 2019 HAS BEEN HELD ON APRIL 27-2019 IN UNIVERSITAS S EBEI SAS MARET IN SURABAKTA INDONESIA SEWORD
FRESNI 1 2019 IS A CONFERENCE TO PROMOTE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION INTERCHANGE BETWEEN RESEARCHERS STUDENTS
AND PRACTITIONERS WHO ARE WORKING ALL AROUND THE WORLD IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION SOCIAL SCIENCE ARTS AND
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